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Welcome to La Fête Franglais, the finale weekend of 
Arts Fest 2013. 

I hope that many of you have already taken part in the 
festival activities and are now ready to celebrate our 
new European partnership with ZEPA2 during our final 
weekend indulging your doolally, La Fête Franglais.

This weekend promises to be packed with 
internationally acclaimed acts, starting with the 
beautiful and magical ‘Upon this Rock’ produced  
by Metal, a celebration of Peterborough and its 
people, spectacular lantern parades peopled by 
hundreds of local school children and their families 
will start in the four corners of the city and parade 
into Cathedral Square, filling the city centre with 
light, colour and sound.  

The spectaculars continue with  the jaw dropping 
Generik Vapeur from France with their site specific 
performance Peterborough Invasion, make sure you 
are ready in Cathedral Square for the start of the 
performance at 7.30pm, which will then lead down on to 
the embankment for the extraordinary finale.

The weekend will showcase performances from Collectif 
Malunés, the Mystérieuses Coiffurs, Tumble circus, 
Ramshacklicious, Lost in Translation, Magmanus, Le 
Navet Bete, Da movers, C-12, La Rotative and Bui Bolg. 

This newspaper is your free guide to the La Fête Franglais, 
on pages 12 and 13 you will find a timetable to help you 
plan your weekend. With such a packed weekend of high 
impact physical performances located in the city centre 
and down on the embankment around the Key theatre 
and with over 70 shows to choose from, use this guide to 
make sure you do not miss any of your favourite acts.   
  
Festival Manager’s finale picks

To help you plan your weekend, here are my must see’s...
La Rotative with the wheel of Death at 12.00pm on the 
embankment,
C-12 with Trolleys at 1.45pm in Cathedral Square,
Collective Mallunés at 6.00pm on the embankment, 
before making your way to 
Generik Vapeur at 7.30pm on Cathedral Square. 
Also make sure you visit the Talk Active tent and 
Handmade in Peterborough, who will be open all day. 

Lisa Helin, Festival Manager
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KEEP UP WITH THE FESTIVAL! VISIT WWW.PETERBOROUGHFESTIVAL.CO.UK   * ARTS@VIVACITY-PETERBOROUGH.COM

ABOUT VIVACITY ARTS 

Peterborough Arts Fest is presented by 
Vivacity Arts, part of Vivacity Culture 
and Leisure. We are a not-for-profit 
charity set up to manage the culture 
and leisure facilities in Peterborough 
on behalf of Peterborough City Council. 

For more information about our work  
in the city visit  
www.vivacity-peterborough.com

LA FETE FRANGLAIS 

This year’s festival final weekend has 
been produced in partnership with 
ATELIER 231 - Centre National des 
Art de la Rue as part of the ZEPA2 
programme. 

ZEPA 2 is a continuation of the 
ZEPA 1 project; which succeeded in 
implementing a network dedicated 
to the development of outdoor arts 
across Southern England and Northern 
France, thanks to the support of the 
European cross-border cooperation 

programme Interreg IVA France 
(Channel) England and co-financed by 
the ERDF.

For this second phase, running 
from 2013 to 2014, seven arts 
organisations, three in the UK and four 
in France; will be sharing resources 
and experience to develop research 
and university exchange around 
outdoor arts and contribute to the 
professional development of emerging 
outdoor artists. 

This network will also facilitate artists’ 
touring across various areas, particularly 
isolated areas, increasing interactions 
between artists and communities 
through the organisation of Anglo-French 
artistic events. 

Vivacity and the Peterborough Arts Fest 
are proud to be a member of the ZEPA2 
European partnership, as it will enable the 
Peterborough Arts Festival to grow and 
develop over the next two years, working in 
partnership with other national festivals. 

Further information at www.zepa2.eu

zone européenne
de projets artistiques
european zone
of artistic projects
_ 2013-2015

European Regional Development Fund
The European Union, investing in your future

Fonds européen de développement régional
L’Union européenne investit dans votre avenir

FINALE WEEKEND
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UPON THIS ROCK – LANTERN PARADE

FRIDAY 6 SEPTEMBER
7PM – 8PM
CATHEDRAL SQUARE  
(SEE OPPOSITE FOR PARADE START 
LOCATIONS)
FREE ADMISSION

Brought to you by Metal, ‘Upon This Rock’ will be both a 
celebration of Peterborough and its people and a visual 
and musical feast. Spectacular lantern parades peopled by 
hundreds of local schoolchildren and their families will start 
in four corners of the city and converge on Cathedral Square, 
filling the city centre with light, colour and sound.

Producer: Metal
Artistic Director: Emma Bernard
Music Director: Jon Baker
Lantern Design and Production:  
The Lantern Company
 Lantern support artists: Jeni Cairns, 
Alex Lingford. Shashi Patel, Stuart 
Payn, Ann Belamy
 Storytellers: Nyree Ambarchian, 
Renny Antonelli, Sophie Cipriani 
Sury Dhanecha, Megan Ferris, Njemu 
Gurupira, Ethan Hogan, Alice Irving, 
Pete Irving, Tony Forster, Keely Mills, 
Paul Mills, Hannah Moxon, Naomi 
Moxon, Moony Opaque, Agnieszka 
Sobieraj, Toby Wood
Band: Jude Abbott, James Brady, John 
Brindley, Graham Casey, Oli Haylett, 
Mark Howe, Jonny Mohun, Marcin 
Piatkowski, Kate Risdon, Derek Scurll
 Lanterns: Orton Wistow Primary, St 
Thomas More RC Primary, Hampton 
College, Ken Stimpson Community 
School, HMP Peterborough
Choir: Peterborough Community 
Choir, Peterborough Male Voice Choir, 
Peterborough Voices, Peterborough 
Young Singers, Peterborough Youth 
Choir, Upon This Rock Scratch Choir, 
Cantous Polonicus, Abigail Moore, 
Bartosz Drzewiecki and Will Prideaux
 Music Ensembles: The Dhol Foundation 
Academy, Marimba Ensemble, Jonny 
Kalsi and Wedzi Zvirevo.

ABOUT IDEA1

With all this amazing festival activity 
going on you might be wondering how 
you find out what to do next. What 
exactly is going on in Peterborough in 
the arts? You need look no further than 
IDEA1 – a brand new website telling 
you what is happening in Peterborough.

IDEA1 is a brand new website that will 
provide:

•  A one-stop site for all cultural activity 
in the city.

•  Shared marketing pages – for flyers 
and details of all events in the city

•  A review of performances and 
shows – with regular video, written 
comment and images posted

•  Links to Twitter and Facebook to 
enable further marketing through 
social media

•  Links to Pinterest and other sites 
that are relevant to the cultural life 
of the city

www.idea1.org.uk

ABOUT METAL

In 2012, Peterborough opened its 
doors and invited Metal, the arts 
organisation, to the city. Founded 
by Jude Kelly OBE in 2002, they 
have bases in Southend-on-Sea 
and Liverpool and now Chauffeur’s 
Cottage, Peterborough. Metal’s 
presence in the city is a welcomed 
addition and is having a huge impact 
on Peterborough’s rapidly growing 
creative scene. As an organisation they 
are committed to supporting artists, 
both local and international from all 
disciplines by creating the time and 
space for the development of ideas 
– through residencies, community 
projects, discussion and debate.

Join Metal on Facebook or visit 
www.metalculture.com 

PARADES START AT 7PM FROM:

 STANLEY REC (TOP OF BROADWAY)

 PETERBOROUGH MUSEUM (PRIESTGATE)

 CHAUFFEURS COTTAGE (ST PETERS RD)

  FINALE: CATHEDRAL SQUARE

DATE/TIME/LOCATION EVENT BOOKINGS

KEY THEATRE Story-Telling: the Scaffolding of Fiction Tickets £7
FRIDAY 6 SEPTEMBER Some techniques to help you construct  Booking in advance Key Box office  
7PM – 9PM your story and keep your readers turning 01733 207239 
   the page, with guest Tim Wilson, his most Last few places
   recent historical novels have been Passion 
   and Indiscretion. He writes under the pen-
   names of Jude Morgan and Hannah March 
   and has had nearly 30 novels published.
 
KEY THEATRE Writing for Publication: a Creative Workshop  Tickets – free admission
SATURDAY 7 SEPTEMBER on the Building Blocks of Fiction Booking in advance Key Box office  
1PM – 4PM Get it writ, then get it right! How to hone 01733 207239
   your craft as a writer.  Last few places
     
KEY THEATRE What Every Publisher Wants  Tickets – free admission
SUNDAY 8 SEPTEMBER What is the future architecture of the  Booking in advance Key Box office  
2PM – 4PM publishing landscape? Where is fiction 01733 207239
   writing going? The new media and you! Last few places
     

It’s often forgotten that there are two sides to writing fiction: writing and story-telling. This 
series of creative writing workshops aims to separately cover both sides, and also take a look 
at how new technology is changing the world of publishing.

PETERBOROUGH WRITERS’ WORKSHOPS PRESENTS:

The event will feature at its heart 
a performance of a specially 
commissioned score by composer 
Jonathan Baker, and will feature a 
number of Peterborough residents 
using music and song to tell their own 
stories about how they and their families 
came to call the city ‘home’. Taking its 
inspiration from the idea of ‘home’ and 
from the city’s history of migration, 
dating back through the housing 
schemes of the 1960’s and as far back 
as the celebrated bronze-age boats, the 
performance will embody the lives and 
journeys - great and small - that have led 
people to settle in Peterborough.
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COLLECTIF MALUNÉS - 
SENS DESSUS DESSOUS

Come and enjoy the madness of Sens 
Dessus Dessous with an explosive and 
charming cocktail of teeterboard, flying 
trapeze and Cyr wheel.  

Sens Dessus Dessous is much more 
than a series of random circus acts. 
The young artists of Collectif Malunés 
seduce audiences with their crazy 
upside-down universe…they throw 
themselves in the air, smash down to 
the floor...they love the madness. This 
is one disordered circus!

MYSTÉRIEUSES COIFFURES

Christophe Pavia transforms you 
into a Countess for the day. Within 
seven minutes, he will have created a 
colorful and enchanting poem on your 
head. His eccentric creations are all 
different and rise from his outrageous 
imagination. His world, reminiscent 
of Tim Burton’s, transports us through 
the looking glass, inviting us to enter 
into the weird, the wonderful and the 
unknown…

Christophe Pavia is a French artist you 
will never forget. He is a hair sculptor, 
using flowers, butterflies, feathers 
and ribbons as his tools. In only a few 
minutes, he will create a beautiful and 
original sculpture on your head!

THE WHEEL OF DEATH, TIME’S TRILOGY -  
LES STUDIOS DE CIRQUE

Les Studios De Cirque will perform 
their spectacular performance The 
Wheel of Death, Time’s Trilogy; their 
performances are jaw dropping, a real 
daredevil show, plan your day and see 
this incredible performance. 

The artists perform running inside the 
Wheel of Death, high above the ground, 
the acrobats overcome danger and defy 
gravity as the wheel spins 10 meters 
above the ground. The performance 
story is told over the course of three 
shows each day, so try and catch all 
three if you can.

FESTIVAL FINALE WEEKEND

LE FETE FRANGLAIS  

SATURDAY 7 AND SUNDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 
EMBANKMENT - KEY THEATRE RIVERSIDE 
FROM 12 MIDDAY TO 6PM
FREE ADMISSION

 

 

The partnership between Vivacity Arts and Zepa 2 supports the European cross-border cooperation programme Interreg IVA 
France (Channel) England, co-financed by ERDF. La Fete Franglais has been produced in conjunction with ATELIER 231 – 
Centre National des Art de la Rue.

The event kicks off at midday 
with a performance from Les 
Studios De Cirque with their 
spectacular performance The 
Wheel of Death, Time’s Trilogy. 
Not to be missed, get there in 
time to claim your seat! Prepare 
to be amazed by this fusion of 
Street performance and outdoor 
arts, showcasing artists from 
across the channel in a number 
of shows, full details on page 8. 

This weekend will be a 
celebration of the new European 
partnership with ZEPA 2.

KEEP UP WITH THE FESTIVAL! VISIT WWW.PETERBOROUGHFESTIVAL.CO.UK   * ARTS@VIVACITY-PETERBOROUGH.COMKEEP UP WITH THE FESTIVAL! VISIT WWW.PETERBOROUGHFESTIVAL.CO.UK   * ARTS@VIVACITY-PETERBOROUGH.COM
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GENERIK VAPEUR 
GENERIK VAPEUR 

SATURDAY 7 SEPTEMBER
CATHEDRAL SQUARE AND HIGH STREET 
7.30PM 
FREE ADMISSION

A legendary street show which 
has lit up cities across Europe 
now comes to Peterborough. 
Generik Vapeur takes over the 
city centre as 20 blue figures 
and 10 local volunteers turn 
our streets and buildings in  
to a stage.
As the figures emerge from the shadows, 
they lead the audience on a breathtaking 
journey, fusing music, fire and spectacle 
as they search for a place to gather. Just 
as they find their elusive object, they 
disappear again in a rock ‘n’ roll roar...

Generik Vapeur is a French company 
based in Marseille: they are renowned as 
one of the finest street arts organisations 
in Europe and are famed for their organic 
approach, turning any public place 
into their own creative space attracting 
huge crowds wherever they go. The 
performance will start in Cathedral 
Square before moving down Bridge 
Street and Embankment Road on to 
the Embankment, find your place along 
the route to make sure you have the 
best view of the performance. Look to 
the skies as Generik Vapeur light the 
heavens with a pyrotechnic spectacular. 
Produced in partnership with SeaChange Arts.

*Please note this show contains loud music and 
extensive use of pyrotechnics.

FESTIVAL FINALE WEEKEND
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GARLIC THEATRE PRESENTS: CAN FISH 
DRINK TEA?
The watery adventures of a submarine 
in the street, a barbie in a fish, and the 
sweet revenge of a teabag!

Can Fish Drink Tea? is directed by Jean 
Christophe Canivet of Theatre D’Illusia, 
and uses puppet animation, clowning 
and live music to celebrate what happens 
when you drink a lovely cup of tea...

TUMBLE CIRCUS
Tina Machina and Kenneth Fall invite 
you on a cultural car crash of circus 
street theatre. 

Witness a beautiful disaster in mid-air. 
Extreme circus skills, inventive humour 
and world class talent. Slap stick 
acrobatics, hazardous aerial and flying 
hula hoops all performed around a  
7 metre high free standing trapeze rig. 

C12 – TROLLEYS
CATHEDRAL SQUARE
Award winning Australian choreographer 
Shaun Parker in collaboration with 
London’s C-12 Dance Theatre, present 
TROLLEYS. Music by Nick Wales.

Part dance. 
Part ballet. 
Part outdoor 
spectacle. 

TROLLEYS is a ballet for five supermarket 
trolleys. Five shopping trolleys randomly 
appear in a public space. Two meet and 
fall in love. One grapples to find a friend. 
Three others revolt and ignite a dance of 
anarchy.

Trolleys spin, glide and slide in this 
highly physical, humorous outdoor 
performance where contemporary dance, 
acrobatics and street dance merge with 
the extraordinary world of trolleys.Set 
to a pounding electro-acoustic score, 
TROLLEYS will tease, thrill and move its 
audience. You’ll never go shopping in the 
same way again.

(TROLLEYS – Winner of the Argus Award for Artistic 
Excellence at Brighton Festival 2012)

RAMSHACKLICIOUS – FINKSOUP
HAVE YOU GOT WHAT THEY WHAT?

Mercival and Bile are two mysterious, 
mind reading travellers. Their quest, of 
dubious intent, takes them to the murky 
corners of the world trundling with 
them their eccentric self-made music-
powered machine.

Watch as they quietly arrive as if from 
nowhere, they wake their machine with a 
broken silence and the growing urgency 
of their intentions are revealed. The 
request is, for you to join them in their 
wonderfully weird world of their own 
unethical gains.

You’ll be left wondering what just 
happened as they disappear in a chaotic 
frenzy of FinkSoup. This performance 
features live looped music, telekinetic 
powers, clowning and a dose of mischief. 

LOST IN TRANSLATION CIRCUS 
PRESENTS:

LA BALLADE DE BERGERAC - FINDING 
A WORLD WHERE THE IMAGINATION IS 
FREE
 

SATURDAY 7 & SUNDAY 8 SEPTEMBER
EMBANKMENT - KEY THEATRE RIVERSIDE 

This dramatic new circus 
show brings together 
spectacular aerial techniques 
and a steam punk inspired 
mechanical set, to create 
big cinematic imagery and a 
distinctively wacky world.
Monsieur Cyrano de La Luna is a wildly 
imaginative poet and inventor. Today 
he is inspired to travel to the moon 
using his home – a strange mechanical 
contraption along with his courageously 
disastrous crew. We follow the story 
of Monsieur de La Luna and his crew 
as they strive to make his impossible 
vision become fantastically possible.

With a mixture of 
comedy, poetic 
imagery, stunning 
original music and 
astounding circus 
skills, LA BALLADE 
DE BERGERAC is a 
show for the whole 
family. 

FESTIVAL FINALE WEEKEND

MAKE SURE TO PLAN YOUR WEEKEND WITH 
PERFORMANCES HAPPENING IN CATHEDRAL 
SQUARE AND ON THE EMBANKMENT 
AROUND THE KEY THEATRE. SUPPORT THE 
FESTIVAL AND KEEP IT FREE, BUY ONE OF 
OUR FESTIVAL BADGES OR 
MAYBE THREE! 50 PENCE 
EACH, AVAILABLE AT THE 
INFORMATION POINT. 

KEEP UP WITH THE FESTIVAL! VISIT WWW.PETERBOROUGHFESTIVAL.CO.UK   * ARTS@VIVACITY-PETERBOROUGH.COM
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DA MOVERS PAARD VAN TROJE
STORY TELLING AT ITS BEST
Enough is enough, life has become 
too boring. Three friends decide to 
seek their fortune elsewhere. And as it 
befits the truly adventurous, they leave 
the car with air conditioning and airbag 
at home, they pack their backpack 
and take the side span. But why does 
the engine suddenly makes this strange 
noise? Where does all that smoke come 
from? And even the brakes do not work!

Besides the battle of man against 
machine, the three friends also each 
have a few things to sort out. But now 
they are stuck in the mud and they 
start to get hungry – how do you get a 
bowl of hot soup around here?

Make sure to catch this show in 
Cathedral Square!

BUI BOLG
Ireland’s Bui Bolg are innovators in 
the field of spectacle and street arts, 
offering originality, imagination and 
a unique sense of humour. They will 
be all over Le Fete Anglais this year 
with commission works for the ZEPA2 
partnership. 

LE NAVET BETE
An internationally touring troupe of 
clowns whose high energy, spectacular 
and hilarious shows have wowed 
audiences in over twenty countries. 
Using clowning, acrobatics and mime 
as well as music and circus history 
– they engage audiences, garnering 
widespread critical acclaim en route.

L’PLATS À EMPORTER MONSTRE 
(THE MONSTER TAKEAWAY)
Our Parisian inspired Monster Takeaway 
transports you into the backstreet cafes 
of Paris, where using our fresh selection 
of monster body parts - you can order and 
create your own monster, and take it away! 

A waiter style service allows you to select 
the body parts you want in order to create 
your very own custom monster; however, 
you must first create a name and back-
story for the creature. The more detailed 
your story, the more body parts you can 
get! We only use the freshest monster 
ingredients, and keep live creatures on 
site to maintain quality. We use the very

MAGMANUS
STUCK
The Peterborough Art Fest welcomes 
back the award winning Magmanus 
with their new show. A small angry 
acrobat and a gigantic lovable juggler 
collide in a circus show packed full 
of playful improvisation, jaw-dropping 
skill and stomach-aching comedy. 
Delight in Bollywood juggling, a rare 
chance to see teerterboard acrobatics 
and high flying grand final... performed 
in G strings!

latest in cage technology to keep the 
beasts away from the public and you can 
be assured that we have had hardly any 
incidents with escaping monsters eating 
members of the public.

BEAT ORCHESTRA
SATURDAY 5.45 PM
CATHEDRAL SQUARE
Join local young musicians for 
an exciting and dynamic musical 
performance. Participants have 
worked over the past year to create 
new music with influences as 
diverse as they are! Pop, jazz, world, 
folk, hip hop – it’s all in the mix, 
and they’ve been ably supported by 
members of Britten Sinfonia and 
Beat This. You’ll be amazed at the 
fusion of musical flavours on display 
– not to mention the talent!
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Innovative, Practical,

Approachable...
Whether you are looking for a lawyer for your own personal
matters or to support your business in today’s competitive
environment we work to build close relationships with our
clients to deliver innovative and commercial legal solutions.

Buckles Solicitors LLP, Grant House
101 Bourges Boulevard, Peterborough PE1 1NG

01733 888888 www.buckles-law.co.uk

Proud to

support
Arts Fest 2013

Travelex began as an innovative  
bureau de change operator over 35 
years ago and has now expanded into 
a diversified, dynamic global business 
that is today regarded as the world’s 
number one brand for retail foreign 
exchange and the world’s leading 
foreign exchange specialist.
 
Through its retail network and 
outsourced partner locations it trades 
in over 80 currencies in over 50 
countries across 6 continents to enable 
over 38.6 million customers to send 
and spend money around the world.

A BIG THANK YOU FOR OUR FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS! 
WITHOUT THEM, WE COULDN’T MAKE THE FESTIVAL AS GREAT AS IT IS!
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FESTIVAL AT A GLANCE FESTIVAL AT A GLANCESATURDAY 7 SEPTEMBER SUNDAY 8 SEPTEMBER

TIME ARTIST  LOCATION NOTES / PLAN YOUR DAY

12:00 Bui Bolg Embankment 

12.00 La Monster takeaway  Walkabout 

12.00 Hand made in Peterborough  Activity tent 

12.00 Keely Mills / Toby Wood Talkactive tent 

12.00 La Rotative Embankment

12.00 Garlic Theatre Embankment

12.00 Mystériuese Coiffures Embankment

12:30 Tumble Circus Embankment

12:30 Pint of Poetry Talkactive tent

12:35 Le Navet Bete Embankment

12:40 Ramshackalicious Embankment

13.00 Writer workshop Key theatre 

13:20 Magmanus Embankment

13:40 Garlic Theatre Embankment

13:40 C-12 Trolleys City Centre

13.45 DJ Mixy Talkactive tent 

14.00 Leanne Moden Talkactive tent

14.20 Dead Poets Talkactive tent

14:25 Le Navet Bete Embankment

14:25 Da Movers City Centre

14:25 La Rotative Embankment

14:30 Mystériuese Coiffures Embankment

14.45 Tess Gardener Talkactive tent 

15.05 Elaine Ewart Talkactive tent

15:10 Collectif Malunés Embankment

15:15 Garlic Theatre Embankment

15.25 Peterborough Poet Laureate Talkactive tent 

15.45 Catherine Woodward Talkactive tent

15:55 Ramshackalicious Embankment

15:55 Lost in Translation Embankment

16.05 Ross Sutherland Talkactive tent

16:10 C-12 Trolleys City Centre

16:40 Magmanus Embankment

16:40 Tumble Circus Embankment

16:45 Le Navet Bete Embankment

17:40 La Rotative Embankment

17:45 Da Movers Embankment

18:25 Collectif Malunés Embankment

19:30 Generic Vapeur City Centre
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TIME ARTIST  LOCATION NOTES / PLAN YOUR DAY

12:00 Bui Bolg Embankment 

12:00 La Monster takeaway  Walkabout 

12:00 Hand made in Peterborough  Activity tent 

12:00 Keely Mills / Toby Wood Talkactive tent

12:00 Le Navet Bete Embankment 

12:00 La Rotative Embankment

12:00 Garlic Theatre Embankment

12:30 Mystériuese Coiffures Embankment

12:30 Pint of Poetry Talkactive tent

12:30 Bread and Butter Walkabout

12:35 Magmanus Embankment

12:50 Ramshackalicious Embankment

13:00 Tumble Circus Embankment

13:30 Garlic Theatre Embankment

13:35 Le Navet Bete Embankment

13.45 Peterborough Poet Laureate Talkactive tent

13.45 Da Movers City Centre

14.00 Leanne Moden Talkactive tent

14.00 Collectif Malunés Embankment

14.00 Writers Workshops The Key theatre 

14:30 La Rotative Embankment

14:30 Bread and Butter Walkabout

14:30 Hammer & Tongue MC V Poets Talkactive tent

15:00 Lost in Translation Embankment

15:00 Mystériuese coiffures Embankment

15:10 Ramshackalicious Embankment

15:15 Garlic Theatre Embankment

15.30 Ross Sutherland Talkactive tent

15:45 Tumble Circus Embankment

15:45 Magmanus Embankment

15:55 Da Movers City Centre

16:30 Bread and Butter Walkabout

16:40 Collectif Malunés Embankment

16:45 Le Navet Bete Embankment

17:00 La Rotative Embankment



DISCLAIMER 
All artists and times are correct at the time of going to print. Peterborough Arts Fest reserves the right to alter the programme details without prior notice as necessary.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that Peterborough Arts Fest is as family friendly as possible, we do advise some parental discretion on some shows.

coming up!

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING 
PETERBOROUGH ARTS FEST... 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING  
YOU AGAIN NEXT YEAR!  
ARTS FEST FINALE 2014 WILL 
BE ON THE 6 & 7 SEPTEMBER.

EASTERN ANGLES                                                           
PRESENTS
DARK EARTH AT FLAG FEN
12 - 22 SEPTEMBER

Dark Earth celebrates our city’s long line 
of heritage, and will be performed at 
cultural heritage site Flag Fen in 2013!

Written by Forbes Bramble, Dark Earth 
explores the drainage of the Fens 
against a remarkable archaeological 
discovery that set engineer against eel 
trapper, priest against churchgoer, and 
landlords against tenants.

For further information visit
www.easternangles.co.uk

40TH BIRTHDAY 
FAMILY FUN DAY AT 
THE KEY THEATRE
SUNDAY 24 NOVEMBER

We are opening up the theatre for you 
and your family to have some fun and 
try new things. In the morning, the 
Key Youth Theatre, Eastern Angles 
Theatre Company and Small Nose 
Productions will be running fun 
activities in our rehearsal studios. 

There will also be an opportunity to go 
back-stage and find out what goes on 
there. Plus look out for the exhibition 
of some of our favourite costumes and 
memorabilia. 

THE BALLAD OF 
LITTLE MUSGRAVE
SUNDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL  
TICKETS FROM £10-£18

One of today’s leading folk artists, Jon 
Boden takes an enduring English ballad 
and retells it in a compact and powerful 
music drama. Love and betrayal, kinship 
and class, rage and revenge - all in the 
tale of servant Little Musgrave’s fatal 
love for his lord’s wife, woven around the 
music of Benjamin Britten.
 
Commissioned by Aldeburgh Music as
part of the Inspired by Britten series and
featuring a stellar cast of singers and
the Peterborough Male Voice Choir.

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING ARTS 
FEST 2013…

Peterborough Arts Fest relies on 
your donations for its continued 
growth and improvement year on 
year. To see the festival go from 
strength to strength and continue 
to bring new and exciting art 
forms to Peterborough, please 
donate what you can to help 
support Arts Fest and ensure its 
continued success.

GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK…

So we can bring even more
exciting things to Peterborough
for next year’s ArtsFest, we need
1,000 feedback responses from
the public. We have a great app
for you to instantly tell us what
you liked and think about the
festival, and our volunteers will
be on hand with iPads to collect
your opinions and feedback.

 


